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PREFACE

In support of the Office of Tech-
nical Assistance of the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration (UMTA)

,

the Transportation Systems Center
(TSC) is conducting analytical and
experimental studies to relate trans-
it truck design characteristics and
wheel rail forces and wear in order to
provide options for decreasing wear
rates of wheels and rails experienced
by transit properties. Such reduced
wear rates aid in minimzing vehicle
and track system life-cycle costs
while maintaining or improving equip-
ment performance

.

Under contract to Transportation
Systems Center, The Analytic Sciences
Corporation (TASC) has been providing
support in analysis and test design of
these efforts. Tests were recently
conducted by TSC to determine the in-
fluence of truck primary suspension
stiffness variations and wheel profile
variations on the wheel rail lateral
forces produced by rail transit vehi-
cles on track of the Washington Metropol-
itan Area Transit Authority. The test
results indicated that there was a sig-
nificant difference between the meas-
ured influence of wheel profile on wheel
rail forces and that predicted by cur-
rent analytic methods. A review of the
analytic approaches indicated that the
effects of two-point contact (tread and
flange) were either omitted or oversim-
plified in current analytic methods.
Accordingly, TASC conducted a review of
the modeling techniques in current use
and conducted analyses to extend the
existing methods to include the effects
of two point contact.

TJiis report describes the work
conducted to develop algorithms for
handling the two point contact situa-
tion and the revision of computer pro-
grams to predict curving behavior to
include these situations.

The author would like to thank
Dr. Herbert Weinstock, the TSC tech-
nical monitor and Dr. F.B. Blader of
TASC for their helpful discussion of
the problem.

SUMMARY

This report describes analyses
conducted to assess the effects of two

-

point wheel rail contact on a single
wheel on the prediction of wheel-rail
forces, and for including these effects
in a computer program for predicting
curving behavior of rail vehicles. The

two point contact effects are partic-
ularly significant when conventional
wheels come into flange contact or a
restraining rail is used to prevent
flange contact.

The analytic approaches in current
use are reviewed and the predictions of
computer programs using these approaches
are compared to data obtained in recent
tests conducted on track of the Washing-
ton Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.
This review, supported by the test data,
indicated that the models of curving
performance which did not take two-point
contact effects into account, or had
only a rudimentary representation of
the profiles, failed to predict accu-
rately the effects of wheel-rail pro-
file variations on changes in curving
behavior

.

When the axle of rail car comes
into flange contact a significant steer-
ing moment arises which tends to turn
the axle towards the center of the track.
The use of a single point of contact
analysis where two points of contact
exist tends to produce an estimate of
this steering moment that is larger
than will actually occur and therefore
wheel-rail force estimates that are too
low. This report discusses the influ-
ence of wheel-rail profile and two-point
contact on the wheelset force and steer-
ing moment characteristics.

The results of the analyses of
wheelset force and moment behavior are
incorporated into computational pro-
grams for predicting curving behavior
for both wheel flanging and restraining
rail conditions. The forces predicted
by these computer programs are compared
to data obtained in the WMATA tests and
are shown to be in very good agreement
with the experimental data.

The computer program is also ap-
plied to prediction of wheel-rail
forces with restraining rail as a func-
tion of curve radius and speed for an
unlubricated restraining rail. The
results indicate that the restraining
rail, if unlubricated, will support a

significant portion of vertical load,
tending to reduce the load on the low
rail. Lateral forces on the restrain-
ing rail are predicted to be comparable
to those that would exist on the high
rail if the restraining rail were not
present. The results of the restrain-
ing rail analyses will be compared at a

later date with test data on a 150-ft
curve, with and without restraining
rail, that is currently being obtained
by Transportation Test Center in Pueblo,
Colorado using the UMTA "State of the
Art Car" (SOAC).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of calculating the
forces that guide a railroad axle has
been the subject of much study over the
last century. There has been particular
interest in the prediction of forces
occurring during the negotiation of
curves, because of the large forces
that can be generated in this circum-
stance. In particular, the high rates
of wheel and rail wear, which lead to
large expenditures on maintenance and
renewal, are of special concern.

The ability to predict the forces
at the wheel/rail interface and the
consequent rates of wheel and rail wear
is important to the understanding and
possible alleviation of these problems.
Separate approaches for modeling the
wheel/rail interaction have been used
by different investigators for predict-
ing the wheel/rail forces which occur
in curve negotiation, and for estimat-
ing wheel/rail wear. Until recently,
insufficient data existed for complete
experimental verification of the pre-
dictions of the various models. Tests
conducted by British Rail

,
which were

reported by Elkins and Gostling in 1977
(Ref. 1), showed excellent agreement
with predictions using a single point
contact representation of the actual
wheel and rail profiles. However, an
attempt to apply the same analysis di-
rectly to evaluating the influences of
wheel profile changes on the curving
performance of transit trucks (Ref. 2),
failed to yield agreement with experi-
mental observations.

Accordingly, a review of the mod-
eling approaches in current use was
conducted, to attempt to find the rea-
sons for this discrepancy. It showed
that the single point of contact assump-
tion was a gross mathematical approxi-
mation for the new wheel and rail pro-
files in current use on U.S. railroads
and transit properties. For these wheel
profiles, the curving behavior is domi-
nated by wheel/rail contact at two
points on the leading axle wheel at the
high rail.

It is common practice on some
transit properties to use a restraining
rail on the sharper curves. The pur-
pose of the restraining rail being to
reduce gauge face wear on the high rail
and to prevent derailment. The use of
a restraining rail also results in a
two-point contact situation on a
single wheel. In this case, the second
point of contact is on the back face of
the flange rather than the front face.

This report reviews the assump-
tions of the modeling approaches , which
are used currently for the prediction
of the curving behavior of rail vehi-
cles and presents the results of an
improved modeling approach, which takes
the effects of two-point contact more
fully into account. These results are
compared with data recently obtained
from curving tests (Ref. 2) that were
conducted by the Transportation Systems
Center (TSC) for the Urban Mass Trans-
portation Administration (UMTA) on track
and equipment of the Washington Metro-
politan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)

.

2 . HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Prior to the 1960 's, steady-state
curving predictions were performed using
a method published, posthumously, by
Porter in 1935 (Ref. 3). This method
evolved from work commenced by Mac-
kenzie in 1883 (Ref. 4) and pursued by
many different workers in the inter-
vening years. The treads of each wheel
were considered to be cylindrical and
forces were developed by sliding fric-
tion. The direction of the force was
aligned with the direction of the slip-
page vector. Additional lateral forces
were developed by the flange when it
came into contact with the gauge face of
the rail.

During the 1960 ! s, there was a

strong interest in the development of
high speed ground transportation in
Europe, Japan, and the United States.
As a result, intensive research com-
menced into the nature of the forces
taking place at the wheel/rail inter-
face. Initially, this work was di-
rected towards a fuller understanding
of the hunting phenomenon. Modeling of
the wheel/rail forces as linear func-
tions of creepage by Wickens (Ref. 5)
led to the ability to predict the onset
of hunting, and demonstrated that it
was a dynamic instability, akin to the
flutter of aircraft lifting surfaces.

Later, the linear relationships
between creep force and creepage were
also applied to the problem of predict-
ing the curving behavior of railroad
vehicles by Boocock (Ref. 6) and
Newland (Ref. 7). To establish the
limits of applicability, boundaries
were established, beyond which either
flange contact or slippage would occur.
In both the curving analyses and the
hunting studies, the wheel/rail geom-
etry was represented by linear func-
tions and contact with the flange was
considered to be a limiting case.

1



The curving models were later re-
fined to include the effects of gravi-
tational stiffness and spin creep,
which were shown to be significant with
worn or profiled wheels, particularly
when contact occurred close to the
flange root. The analyses conducted
using the linear creep theory consid-
ered flange contact as a condition to
be avoided and, therefore, at the limit
of the analysis. However, the limita-
tion occurred for almost al 1 ~ vehicles
on curves having a radius of smaller
than 2,000 ft (3°), and for most vehi-
cles on much larger radius curves,
whereas the major problems of rail wear
and track damage were occurring on smal-
ler radius curves.

At this point two different ap-
proaches were pursued. The desire to
have wheel profiles which would remain
approximately the same shape throughout
their life, led to the development of
profiled wheels. These profiles were
found to give only a single point of
contact with the rail for most of the
rail profiles, new or worn, found in
practice. In order to evaluate the
performance of these profiled wheels,
detailed analytical models of the wheel/
rail interaction were developed. These
models made use of Kalker's nonlinear
creep theory (Ref. 8), which had become
available at about this time. As a
result, the nonlinearities arising from
both the single point contact wheel/
rail geometry and the creep force creep-
age relationships, inherent in Kalker's
nonlinear theory, were modeled. This
approach is described in the work of
Gilchrist and Brickie (Ref. 9), Elkins
and Gostling (Ref. 1) and Sweet and
Sivak (Ref. 10). Experimental results
for lateral force and yaw moment were
obtained from both full scale experi-
ments and model tests, which gave good
agreement with the predicted wheel/rail
forces

.

In the United States, a different
approach was pursued. The concepts of
Porter and Boocock-Newland were com-
bined, to produce a model which calcu-
lated tread forces from the linear creep
force relationships for a straight tap-
ered wheel, and introduced a lateral
force on an implicitly vertical flange
(Refs. 11, 12).

The predictions from this method
were compared with measured wheel/rail
lateral forces (Refs. 11, 12) and by
selecting suitable values for the wheel/
rail friction coefficient and making
certain assumptions with regard to the
centerplate friction torque, it was
possible to obtain reasonable agreement
with the measurements of high rail lat-
eral force. However, the sign of the

centerplate friction torque that was
assumed was of the opposite sign to
that likely to be occurring in prac-
tice. In addition, the single-point
contact models, described previously,
predicted a large increase in steering
moment, once contact on the flange oc-
curred and this was substantiated by
the experimental results from both full
scale and model tests (Refs. 1, 10,
13).

The vertical flange assumption
neglected the steering moment, that
occurs once flange contact takes place
and gave a moment coming entirely from
the tread, which was in the opposite
direction to that frequently occurring
following flange contact. In order to
overcome this deficiency, the concept
of a flange friction coefficient was
introduced, which gave a longitudinal
force on the flange proportional to the
lateral flange force. This longitudi-
nal flange force gives a steering
moment on the axle. (Ref. 14).

3. CURVING TESTS ON TRANSIT VEHICLES

Recently, several mass transit
railroad systems have encountered prob-
lems of high rates of wheel and rail
wear. One particular transit system
that has encountered these problems is
the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA) . In view of the cost
of maintenance resulting from the high
rates of wear and the implications .for
other transit authorities, the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA) sponsored a test program to in-
vestigate the problem.

During Phase I, measurements of
wheel/rail forces were made at two
sites on the WMATA system, in order to
determine the cause of the problem and
to identify possible means ofallevia-
tion (Refs. 15 and 16). The WMATA ve-
hicles were running with an AAR cylin-
drical wheel on AREA 115RE rail as
standard, and during the test program
the effect of changing to a British
Rail 1 in 20 profile, with a filled-in
flange root, was tested. In addition,
a change in track gauge on curves was
investigated

.

Theoretical predictions of curving
behavior were carried out by Weinstock
and Greif (Ref. 17) using the vertical
flange-model with flange friction. They
were able to obtain reasonable agreement
with the level of wheel/rail lateral
forces being measured with the cylin-
drical wheel. However, they were un-
able to predict the relatively large
reductions in lateral force that were
measured with the British Rail 1 in 20

2 *



R -8 2 6 9 4 awheel profile. At the time, this dis-
crepancy was attributed to the increased
effective conicity of the British Rail 1

in 20 wheel profile, when contact was
near to the flange root, and to the
primary yaw stiffness of the truck being
lower in practice than had been assumed
in the predictions.

In addition to the situation at
WMATA, the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid
Transit Authority (MARTA) had experi-
enced similar problems during the early
service life of their vehicles. As a

result, a test program had been carried
out at the Transportation Test Center
( TTC ) in Pueblo, Colorado (Ref. 18).
During this test program, wheel/rail
forces and angles-of-attack were meas-
ured. The effects of a modification to
reduce the longitudinal stiffness of
the primary suspension bush and a change
in wheel profile were tested. In addi-
tion, the effect of axle misalignment
was investigated, because it had been
noted that some trucks were experienc-
ing particularly high rates of wheel
wear and that this was occurring asym-
metrically .

The test results were compared
with the theoretical predictions from a

single point contact model of the truck
curving behavior. Good agreement be-
tween theory and experiment was obtained
on the basis of test results from a

7.4° curve. In this case, the changes
in wheel profile appeared to have little
effect on the curving performance.

A further Phase II test program
was planned at WMATA , which included an
effort to define and evaluate better
modifications to the truck primary sus-
pension along with changes in wheel
profile. Tests were carried out over a

route which included a number of curves
in the range from 2° to 7.6° of curva-
ture. The test truck was instrumented
to measure primary suspension displace-
ments, and a single instrumented wheel-
set was used to give a continuous meas-
ure of vertical and lateral force on
both of the two wheels of the axle.
Test runs were carried out in both the
forward and reverse direction so that
the instrumented wheelset was alterna-
tively in the leading and trailing
position

.

The measured values from the
instrumented wheelset were reduced to
mean values in each of the curved test
zones. These results were plotted
against track curvature for each test
configuration. With the standard pri-
mary suspension bush, tests were car-
ried out with the AAR cylindrical and
the British Rail 1 in 20 profile. Fig-
ure 3-1 shows the mean value of high

TRACK CURVATURE (Degrees)

Figure 3-1 Lead Axle High Rail
Lateral Force - Track
Curvature (Stiff
Suspension)

rail lateral force plotted against
track curvature for the two different
wheel profiles.

The test results indicate the mag-
nitude of improvement in steady curving
behavior obtained as a result of wheel
profile change with the standard pri-
mary suspension bush. It is seen that
the British Rail 1 in 20 profile offers
a reduction in mean lateral force of
approximately 27% for the sharpest
curve compared with the AAR cylindrical
wheel

.

Predictions using the single point
contact method indicate agreement with
the measured force for the cylindrical
wheel, approximately 4.9 Kips on a 7.6
degree curve with a wheel/rail friction
coefficient of 0.5. However, the pre-
dictions show only a minor improvement
with change in wheel profile. A reduc-
tion of only 4% was predicted for the

sharpest curve compared with the 27%
measured

.

The primary suspension bush was
modified to give a substantially lower
yaw stiffness to improve curving per-
formance. The modified bush gave a yaw

£

stiffness of 30x10 lb-in/rad compared

with 118xl0
6 lb-in/rad for the standard

bush

.

Figure 3-2 illustrates high rail
lateral force as a function of track
curvature with the modified primary
bush. Again, these are values for the

3
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balance speed on each curve. Mean cur-
ving forces, with respect to the stan-
dard suspension have been reduced by
36% and 65% in the sharpest curve by
the cylindrical wheel and British Rail 1
in 20, respectively. It is seen that
moderate reductions in force have been
obtained by modifying the primary sus-
pension with the AAR cylindrical wheel.
However, dramatic reductions are ob-
tained with the British Rail 1 in 20
wheel

.

Theoretical predictions using the
single- point contact method, indicated
approximately the right magnitude of
force compared with the experimental
results for the British Rail 1 in 20
profile, but again predict relatively
small changes with wheel profile. As a
result, the predictions for the AAR
cylindrical wheel are substantially
less than those measured; 2 Kips mean
lateral force was predicted compared
with 3.3 Kips measured for the sharpest
curve

.

both the new rail profile and the meas-
ured worn rail profile, two points of
contact exist between the leading outer
wheel on a curve and the high rail,
with the AAR cylindrical profile. For
the British Rail 1 in 20 profile, two-
point contact occurs on the new rail,
but on the worn rail the contact is
single point, apart from a very small
region of two-point contact.

V (in)

Figure 3-3 Measure High Rail Profile
on a Curve 37 (7.6° Curva-
ture) Compared with
New Rail

4. WHEEL/RAIL MODEL-

4.1 General

As a result of the discrepancies
between calculated and observed results,
a reexamination of the various methods
of predicting wheel/rail forces was
undertaken. In particular, it was noted
that relatively large changes in wheel/
rail lateral force were being measured
with different wheel profiles, whereas
predictions using a single point contact
model were indicating only minor changes

The wheel/rail profile combina-
tions that are in common use in the
U.S.A. and in many other parts of the
world almost invariably have two points
of contact between the flanging wheel
and high rail during curve negotiation.

The large mean curving forces,
occurring on the sharpest curve, cause
high rates of wear, particularly on the
gauge face of the high rail. Figure 3-3
shows a cross-sectional measurement at
a site on the high rail of the sharpest
(7.6°) curve compared with a new rail.
It should be noted that the predictions
of curving behavior were performed using
the new rail profile, which as Fig. 3-3
shows, is significantly different from
the measured profile. However, for

The creepages and resulting creep
force that occur at the interface be-
tween a wheel and rail when there is
only a single point of contact are
described in detail by Elkins Eickhoff
(Ref. 19). The analysis that follows
considers the situation where there are
two points of contact between a single
wheel and rail.

In the first case, the second point
of contact is on the front face of the
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flange. Typically, this occurs on the

lead axle of a truck in a curve where
the wheel in contact with the high rail

is almost invariably in flange contact
(Figs. A. 1-1 and 4.1-2).

R-87240

Pigare Zf 1 1 — 1 End View of Wheel and Rail
with Second Contact Point
on Flange Front

B-«7a41

PPgure 4.1-3 End View of Wheel and
Rail with Second Contact
Point on Flange Back

P pgu re 4.1 — 4 Forces and Torques Acting
About Wheelset Bearing
Axis with Second Contact
Point on Flange Back
(Only Forces on Right
Wheel are Shown)

Figure 4.1-2 Forces and Torques Acting
About Wheelset Axis with
Second Point of Contact
on Flange Front (Only
Forces on Right Wheel
are Shown)

In the other case, the second point

of contact is on the back face of the

flange. This situation occurs when a

restraining rail is used on a curve

(Figs. 4.1-3 and 4.1-4). The purpose
of the restraining rail being to pre-

vent or mitigate the flange contact
which would otherwise occur on the lead

axle wheel in contact with the high
rail. The restraining rail achieves
this by contacting the flange back of

the lead axle wheel ,
which is in tread

contact with the low rail and prevent-

ing further lateral displacement of the

wheelset towards
then, represents
point contact on

the high rail. This,
a situation of two-
the low rail wheel.

The example that is used now, in

order to generate expressions for the

creepages and hence, creep forces

acting on an axle, is an axle which is

in flange and, therefore, two-point

contact on the right wheel and single-

point contact with the tread on the

left wheel.

4.2 CREEPAGE EXPRESSIONS

The situation of steady-state nego-

tiation of a constant radius curve is

considered. This means that there are

no terms in the creepage expressions

resulting from lateral or yaw velocity

of the wheelset. The creepage expres-

sions are:
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This table of data is stored in
the computer along with the wheel/ rail
profile geometry data.

Knowledge of the wheelset lateral
position, y, angle-of-attack ip , and
rotational speed 0 are sufficient for
the creepage expressions (Eqs. 4.2-1 -

4.2-9) to be determined. The wheel/
rail profile geometry table then pro-
vides the contact patch geometry that
is required to non-dimensionalize the
creepages. A rapid search and interpo-
lation routine is then used to calcu-
late values of non-dimensional creep
force at each point of contact. Before
the creep forces T^ and T

2
can be de-

termined from Eqs. 4.3-1 and 4.3-2, it
is necessary to know the normal force
T^ on each point of contact

T
3£

= T
zz
/{cos6

z
+ ^ X

2Z
sinV

(4.3-3)

T
3rt

= T
zrt/(cos6 rf

’ ^ x 2rt sin6
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(4.3-4)

T
3rf

= Tzrf/(cos5 rf
" MT 2rf sin6

r f>

(4.3-5)

4.3 CREEP FORCES

The creep forces, occurring at the
interface between wheel and rail at
each point of contact are functions of
the creepages, the ellipticity of the
contact patch, T^ , the normal force on

the contact patch and p the coefficient
of friction.

Kalker has developed a prediction
method, known as "Duvorol"

, which pre-
dicts the relationship between creep-
ages and creep forces to the point of
saturation (Ref. 20). This method is
able to predict accurately for cases
that have a very high ellipticity, which
is typical of the contact patches occur-
ring on flange contact points. Using
this method, a table of data has been
generated which contains values of
non-dimensional creep forces and t

2
for a range of non-dimensional creep-
age, spin and contact patch ellipticity.
The creep forces are related to the
non-dimensional creep forces by the
following expressions:

For the left-hand wheel, where for
this example there is only a single
point of contact, a knowledge of the
vertical wheel load T . is sufficient

zZ
to permit a determination of the normal
force T^£ , and, hence, using Eqs. 4.3-1

and 4.3-2, the creep forces T^ and

T
2 z‘

However, for the right hand wheel,

where there are two points of contact,
it is necessary to know both the ver-
tical loads T . and T c , supported by

the tread and flange contact points,
respectively, in order to determine the
creep forces T, . , T, T 0 . , and T 0 c ,lrt’ lrf’ 2rt’ 2rf’
which occur at the two points of contact.
The full implication of this requirement
will be discussed later.

Having obtained the creep forces
in contact plane axes, they are now
converted into an axis system which is
fixed with respect to the track (Fig.
4.3-1). The sign convention for posi-
tion displacements and forces with re-
spect to this axis system is also shown
in Fig . 4.3-1.

6
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END ELEVATION OF
LEFT HAND WHEEL

Figure 4.3-1 Axis System for Wheel/Rail
Forces and Displacements
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In order to calculate *
the yaw

moment on the axle, it is necessary to

take into account the contributions
coming from the lateral forces. This
occurs because the various contact
points are offset longitudinally from a

line radial to the curve (Figs. 4.1-2

and 4.1-4). This effect is most pro-

nounced in the case of flange back con-

tact with a restraining rail.

M„ = T + T „ ill 1 - — tan6„
x£ y£ £

Q
i

- T - T _ ib 1

1

xrt yrt v

1

r1 tan6
rt

-T £ - T r l|l I 1xrf yrf ^

'

tan6 f£ rf

speed <}> ,
in order to determine the

creepages and, hence, creep forces, was

discussed. Since 4> itself is dependent
upon the creep forces, an iterative pro-

cedure is used for its . determination

.

In order to calculate »
the torque

balance of the wheelset must be consid-

ered (Figs. 4.1-2 and 4.1-4). The
torque due to creep forces Q is given

by

V = (T
xrt

+ T
yrt * - T

zrt
ta"6

rt *> V
+ (T

xrf * Vf * ‘ T
zrf

ta”6
rf

r
rf

* (T
x£

+ V * + 4’ ) ^
( 4 . 4 - 1 )

The contribution to the torque
coming from the vertical wheel/rail
forces Tzrt ,

Tzrf ,
and T

z£ ,
are due to

longitudinal movement of the points of

contact, from vertically below the wheel-

set axis of rotation, when the wheelset
is yawed as shown in Figs 4.1-2 and
4.1-4.

Using Eqs. 4.3-6 to 4.3-9, Eq. 4.4-1

is reduced to

V = <Tlrt
+ T

2rt * sec^rt ) r
rt

+ (Tlrf
+ T2rf * secS

r£ ) r
r£

+ (T
1£

+ T
2£ * sec6

£
> r

2

(4.4-2)

If the wheelset is under the in-

fluence of braking or traction torques,

then Q , the torque due to creep forces
tp t

is equal to the external torque applied

from the braking or traction system.

In the case of an unbraked and unpowered

axle, Q.^ is zero, except for a small
q) t

torque due to bearing drag, but this is

relatively small and, usually, can be

neglected

.

The obtaining of torque balance is

an iterative prpcedure in which small

adjustments in are made. (The method

used for this is described in detail in

Ref. 18.)

4 5 PREDICTING WHEEL/RAIL FORCES IN

TWO- POINT CONTACT

4.4 WHEELSET ROTATIONAL SPEED

In Section 4.3, the requirement to

know the magnitude of wheelset rotational

The predicted lateral force and

yaw moment as a function of lateral
displacement, for a wheelset with AAR

cylindrical profiles in AREA115RE rail

,

are shown in Figs. 4.5-1 and 4.5-2.

7
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WHEELSET LATERAL SHIFT (in)

Figure 4.5-1 High Rail Lateral Force -

Vheelset Lateral Shift
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ANGLE OF ATTACK =0
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AAR CYLINDRICAL WHEEL

AREA 1 1 5 RE RAIL
li = 0.5
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CONTACT
REGIME

1
1 L_

02 0.3 0.4

WHEELSET LATERAL SHIFT (in)

l
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Figure 4.5-2 Wheelset Yaw Moment -

Vheelset Lateral Shift

This wheel/rail profile combination is
the one used at WMATA. This particular
case is for a 7.6° curve with zero
angles-of-attack. Flange contact first
occurs at a lateral displacement of
0.375 in., which is when two-point con-
tact occurs.

The regime of two- point contact is
indicated on the figures and, in this
regime both lateral force and yaw moment
experience a change in magnitude without
further lateral displacement. This
regime starts from the condition where
all the vertical load is supported by
the tread contact point

T
zrt T

zr (4.5-1)

Tzrf 0 (4.5-2)

and ends at the condition where the
vertical load on the tread has been
reduced to zero and all the load is
supported by the flange

T
zrt 0 (4.5-3)

T
zrf T

zr (4.5-4)

Although the lateral force and
yaw moment cannot be separately defined
for this lateral displacement, there is
a unique relationship between them. In
order to determine a point on this char-
acteristic, a value is assumed for
either the vertical or lateral force
supported by the flange contact point.
This permits a unique definition of the
normal and tangential forces at both
points of contact. In order to map the
complete region of two-point contact, a
range of either vertical or lateral
flange forces needs to be used. This
range starts from the condition where
there is no load on the flange and
therefore all the load is supported by
the tread contact point, and ends at
the condition where the load on the
tread has just been reduced to zero and
all the load is supported by the
flange

.

5. WHEEL/RAIL FORCE CHARACTERISTICS

Plots of axle yaw moment against
lateral force provide a convenient means
of comparing the characteristics of the
various methods for predicting wheel/
rail forces discussed in this paper.
Figure 5-1 shows the results for the
same case as that used for Figs. 4.5-1
and 4.5-2. This may be thought of as
representing the situation approached
by steering trucks with axles radial to
the sharpest curve experienced during
the track tests at WMATA. The differ-
ence in the characteristic for two-
point, as compared with single-point
contact, can be clearly seen. The
essential feature of the difference is
the significantly lower steering yaw
moment for a given lateral force ob-
tained with two point contact.

8
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Figure 5-1 Wheelset Yaw Moment -

High Rail Lateral Force

When two points of contact are

present on a single wheel, the rolling

radius difference between the two

points usually leads to longitudinal
forces that are in opposition. This
situation tends to reduce the net longi-

tudinal force available from that wheel

compared with a single- point contact
situation. This in turn reduces the

yaw moment which leads to the predic-

tion of larger lead axle angles-of-
attack in a steady-state curving
calculation

.

The work done in the contact
patches during curve negotiation is

receiving increasing acceptance as an

indicator of curving performance. Work
described in Ref. 18 shows that this

parameter is related to wheel and rail

wear and train resistance. Figure 5-2

shows the work done as a function of

lateral force on the high rail for the

same case as Fig. 5-1. The very large

difference between the single and two-

point contact characteristics is clear-

ly demonstrated.

The plots of axle yaw moment
against lateral force also provide a

means of comparing the characteristics
of different wheel/rail profile
combinations

.

Figure 5—3 shows yaw moment against

lateral force characteristics for vari-

ous wheei/'rail profile combinations.
This is for the case of a wheelset at

o
UJ

UJ
>
<
a:

UJ
o
z
<
J—w
5
ce
Ul
o.

UJ
Z
o
D

ce

o
5

Figure 5-2 Work Done on Flanging
Wheel - High Rail
Lateral Force

zero angle-of -attack on a 7.6 curve

where the rail cross section is a new

AREA115RE rail. It can be seen that

the AAR cylindrical wheel gives the the

lowest yaw moment for a given lateral

force throughout the entire range. The

effect of increasing the wheel tread

taper is to increase the yaw moment for

a given lateral force. The reason for

^dis increased yaw moment is associated

with the reduction in radius difference

between the two points of contact as

the tread taper angle is increased.

Figure 5-4 is a repeat of the case

illustrated in Fig. 5-3 except that the

axle angle-of -attack is changed from

zero to 0.55 degrees. This being ap-

proximately the angle -of- at tack that

would be obtained on the lead axle of a

truck with a very stiff primary suspen-

sion on a 7.6° curve. For this case,

the rate of increase in yaw moment with

lateral force is less than for zero

angle-of- attack. The AAR cyclindrical

wheel is again producing the lowest yaw

moment for a given lateral force.

For all of the profiles, a maximum

lateral force of between 10.5 Kips and

11 Kips is obtained. A further increase

in yaw moment is accompanied by a de-

crease in lateral force. The situation

at which the lateral force is a maximum

represents the point of impending

derailment

.

9
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Figure 5-3 Wheelset Yaw Moment - High
Rail Lateral Force for
Various Wheel Profiles
(0° Angle -of-At tack
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Figure 5-4 Wheelset Yaw Moment - High
Rail Lateral Force for
Various Wheel Profiles
(0.55° Angle-of-Attack

,

(New Rail)

In Fig. 5-5, the effect is shown
of changing from the new AREA115RE rail
to a worn rail. The rail cross-section
that is used was measured at a site on
the high rail of curve 37 at WMATA.
The gauge face wear at this site is typi-
cal of the average for the curve as a
whole. Results are shown for an AAR
cylindrical wheel at zero and 0.55 de-
gree angle -of-at tack . It can be seen
that the effect of rail shape is quite
s i §fti f i c an t . This is seen as a larger
yaw moment with the worn rail, partic-
ularly in the case of zero angle-of-
attack. This larger yaw moment is a
result of the smaller radius difference
between the two-points of contact with
the worn rail.

Figure 5-5 Wheelset Yaw Moment - High
Rail Lateral Force for New
and Worn Rail Profiles

6. STEADY-STATE CURVING ANALYSIS
WITH TWO-POINT CONTACT

For a given wheelset lateral posi-
tion, angle-of -attack and vertical load
distribution

, the method described in
Section 4 will establish the forces
that are generated between wheel and
rail. When there is only a single point
of contact between each wheel and rail,
the steady-state curving problem con-
sists of finding a set of wheelset lat-
eral displacements and angles-of-attack
which provide wheel/rail forces in •

equilibrium with the truck suspension
forces, together with any externally
applied forces.

Mainly as a result of the wheel/
rail interaction, the equations de-
scribing the problem are highly non-
linear. The computational method that
is used here assumes that, for any dis-
placements, the equations are linear
for small disturbances. Having made
this assumption, the matrix equation
that has to be solved is of the follow-
ing simple form

[K] {Y} = {F} (6-1)

{Y} is a column matrix of wheelset lat-
eral positions and angles-of-attack,
for which a solution is sought. [K] is
a square matrix, which contains terms
associated with the stiffness con-
straints between the wheelsets and addi-
tional terms which come from the local
linearizations of the wheel/rail inter-
action (Ref. 1). {F} is a column matrix
of externally applied forces and addi-
tional terms, which are zero offsets
associated with the linearization of
the wheel/rail interaction (Ref. 1).

10



Solution of Eq. 6-1 is an iter-
ative process where the terms associ-
ated with the local linearizations of
the wheel/rail interaction are succes-
sively adjusted until balance is

obtained

.

In the case of two-point contact,
the lateral displacement of the partic-
ular wheelset is no longer unknown.
However, in order for the creep forces
to be determined on the wheel in two-
point contact, the vertical load on the

flange as well as the tread must be
known. The additional lateral force
and yaw moment on the wheelset resulting
from the second point of contact may be
included in Eq . 6-1. These additional
terms are T £, the lateral force on

the flange contact point and ^zr f
the

increment in yaw moment due to the
forces occurring on the flange contact
point. For ease of analysis, it is as-
sumed that

M f - C
zrf yrf ( 6 - 2 )

If Eq. 6-1 is now rewritten, to

include these additional terms and par-
titioned, we obtain
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where

y 1
is the known lateral displacement

1
of the wheelset in two-point
contact

is the angle-of-attack of the
wheelset in two-point contact

y„ are the lateral displacements
and angles -of-at tack of the
wheelsets not in two-point
contact

.

Equation 6-3 can be rearranged to give
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This equation may be solved to yield
values for all the displacements and
the lateral force on the flange Tyr f

for the known wheelset lateral dis-
placement y^

.

There is a simple relationship
between the lateral force on the flange
T and the vertical force on the
yrf
flange Tzrf'

U - 2rf
tan6

rf )

T
zrf

- Tyrf (P x 2rf
+ tan6

rf^

(6-5)

Hence ,
the vertical load on the

flange contact point Tzr f
maY be de-

termined. This then permits a complete
solution of the curving problem with
two-point contact. This applies whether
the second point of contact is on the
front or back face of the flange.

The computer program that performs
the steady-state curving predictions is

arranged so that it does a preliminary
calculation, which assumes only a sin-
gle point of contact on each wheel. If

the predicted wheelset lateral displace-
ments for lead and trail axle are dis-
placements which give only a single
point of contact, then the correct solu-
tion has been obtained. However, if
either of the wheelset lateral displace-
ments is a value for which two-point
contact is known to exist, then the
single point contact predictions are
used as the starting-point for the full

two-point contact solution which has
been described in this section.

7. STEADY-STATE CURVING PREDICTIONS
WITH SECOND POINT OF CONTACT

ON FLANGE FRONT AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ~

The method of curving predictions,
which is described in the previous sec-

tion of this report, was used to make
predictions of the curving behavior of

the WMATA vehicle. Vehicle parameters
used in this study are extracted from

Table 7-1, which was presented previ-

ously in Ref. 1.

For all of these predictions, the

coefficient of friction between wheel

and rail at each of the contact points

has been assumed to be equal to 0.5.

The friction coefficient was not meas-

ured directly during the test program.

It is in fact very difficult to obtain
meaningful measurements of friction
coefficient between wheel and rail,

particularly at the contact point on

the gauge face of the high rail. The
value of 0.5 was deduced from the ex-

perimental measurements and computer
predictions as being the most appropri-
ate value. In particular, the lateral
over a vertical force ratio on the lead

axle low rail wheel, where there is

11



TABLE 7-1

UNLADEN WMATA CAR AND ROCKWELL TRUCK PARAMETERS

T-5152

VALUES

MASS PARAMETERS

Body Mass 130.5 lb-sec^/in.
(2) Car Body Yaw Iriertia 10.75*10^ lb-in. -sec^
(2) Car Body Roll Inertia 0.53*10^ lb-in. -sec^

Truck Frame Mass 14.25 lb-sec^/in.
Truck Frame Yaw Inertia 10,500 lb-in. -sec^
Truck Frame Roll Inertia 4,600 lb-in. -sec^
Axle Mass 3.16 ’b-sec^/in.
Axle Yaw Inertia 4,700 lb-in. -sec^

DAMPING PARAMETERS

Secondary Vertical Damping (per truck) 272 lb-sec/in.
Secondary Lateral Damping (per truck) 236 lb-sec/in.
Secondary Roll Damping (per truck) 0.245*10^ lb-in. -sec/rad

(1)* Secondary Yaw Pivot Friction (per truck) 90,000 lb-in.

STIFFNESS PARAMETERS

(2) Secondary Vertical Stiffness (per truck) 3405 lb/in.
(2) Secondary Lateral Stiffness (per truck) 3250 lb/in.

* Secondary Yaw Stiffness (per truck) 31.2*10^ lb-in. /rad
(2) Secondary Roll Stiffness (per truck) 2.17 *10^ lb-in. /rad

STANDARD PRIMARY BUSHING

(1) Primary Vertical Stiffness (per wheel) 74,000 lb/in.
(1) Primary Lateral Stiffness (per.wheel) 62,300 lb/in.
(1) Primary Longitudinal Stiffness (per wheel) 115,000 lb/in.

MODIFIED PRIMARY BUSHING

(1) Primary Vertical Stiffness (per wheel) 116,000 lb/in.
(1) Primary Lateral Stiffness (per wheel) 32,000 lb/in.
(1) Primary Longitudinal Stiffness (per wheel) 29,000 lb/in.

GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS

Longitudinal Semi-Spacing of Truck Centers 312 in.

Lateral Semi-Spacing of Air Springs 25.25 in.
Vertical Height of Car C.G. Above Rail 55.5 in.

Vertical Height of Secondary Suspension 11.5 in.

Roll Center Above Rail

Vertical Height of Truck C.G. Above Rail 11.5 in.

GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS

Semi-Wheelbase of Truck 43.5 in.

Lateral Semi-Spacing of Primary Bushes 22.63 in.

Lateral Semi-Spacing of Wheel/Rail
Contact Patches 30 in

.

Wheel Radius 14 in.

OTHER PARAMETERS

Axle Load 18,500 lbs
Lateral Creep Coefficient 1.33-10 6

lbs

Longitudinal Creep Coefficient 1 . 46 *10^ lbs

-Linearized values of secondary yaw damping and stiffness were obtained
from the secondary yaw pivot friction torque and secondary yaw stiffness
using a sinusoidal describing function method.

(1)

From shop test measurements.

(2)

Computed from measured carbody on secondary suspension modal frequencies.
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only a single point of contact, was

used. The value of 0.5 for the coef-
ficient of friction may appear high.

However, the majority of the tighter
curves used in the test program were in

tunnels and, therefore, the rails were
always dry.

Initially the predictions were
carried out for the three wheel pro-
files that were used in the test pro-

gram (AAR cylindrical , BR 1 in 20 and

AAR 1 in 10) running on new AREA115RE
rail

.

On sharp curves most trucks adopt

an attitude where the lead axle has a

relatively large angle-of - at tack ,
with

the wheel on the high rail side being
in flange contact with the gauge face of

the rail. The trailing axle usually
has a relatively small angle-of-attack
and is not in flange contact. If the

curve is sharp enough then the trailing
axle will run in flange contact with
the low rail. However, for the range
of curvatures that are being considered
here the trailing axle will not be in

flange contact. Because of the large
angle-of-attack and flange contact on

the lead axle, the lead axle wheel/rail
forces are of most interest. Therefore,
the results of the study are presented
in terms of lead axle high rail lateral
force and lead axle yaw moment as a

function of track curvature. The ve-

hicle is assumed to be traveling at the

balance speed for the curve.

Figure 7-1 presents the results
for the WMATA vehicle with the standard
stiff primary suspension bush. It can

be seen that the AAR cylindrical pro-

file gives higher lateral force and
lower yaw moment than the other wheel
profiles, particularly in the range of

track curvature up to 7°-8°. The AAR 1

in 10 and BR 1 in 20 profiles give very
similar results throughout the range of

track curvature. With all three wheel
profiles, the lead axle yaw moment
reaches a maximum at approximately 8°

of track curvature.

The use of a primary suspension
with a reduced longitudinal stiffness
gives a lower yaw stiffness between the

axle and truck frame, which permits a

reduction of the lead axle angle-of-
attack in a sharp curve. This is

achieved by allowing the axle to yaw

relative to the truck frame through the

action of the yaw moment developed
through the wheel/rail interaction
forces

.

The case of a vehicle with the

soft primary bush running on design
case rails is considered in Fig. 7-2.

The primary stiffnesses in this case

TRACK CURVATURE (O^rwt)

Mnti

TRACK CURVATURE

Figure 7-1 Predicted Lead Axle High
Rail Lateral Force and
Yaw Moment - Track Curva-
ture (Stiff Primary
Suspension, New Rail),
Effect of Wheel Profile

MttM

Figure 7-2 Predicted Lead Axle High
Rail Lateral Force and
Yaw Moment - Track Curva-
ture (Soft Primary Sus-
pension, New Rail), Effect
of Wheel Profile
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presented in Table 7 — 1. Again the
AAR cylindrical profile gives higher
lateral forces and lower yaw moments
than the other two wheel profiles.
This situation now extends right up to
the maximum curvature that was con-
sidered, 14°. The AAR 1 in 10 and BR 1
in 20 gives similar yaw moments through-
out the range of track curvature. How-
ever, the BR 1 in 20 gives lower pre-
dicted lateral force below about 8° of
curvature and the AAR 1 in 10 gives
lower lateral forces above 8°

.

The predictions are now repeated
for the AAR cylindrical profile and the
BR 1 in 20 profile except that the rail
profile is a measured profile which is
typical of the average profile on curve
37 at WMATA. This is a 7.6° curve with
a significant amount of gauge face wear
on the high rail.

Figure 7-3 presents predicted re-
sults for the vehicle with the standard

primary suspension. Also shown
are the measured results for lead axle,
high rail, lateral force at balance speed.
The predictions are now in much better
agreement with the measurements for the
smaller curvatures up to about 5°.
However, for the sharpest curve used in
the test program, which was 7.6°, the
predictions suggest less improvement in
changing to the BR 1 in 20 profile than
do the measurements. The yaw moment

c tions indicate a maximum yaw moment
at 7 track curvature for the AAR cylin-
drical profile and 6° for the BR 1 in
20 profile.

The results for the vehicle, with
the modified soft bush, running on the
measured rail profile, are shown in
Big. 7-4. There is good agreement be-
tween the measured and predicted results,
which show a substantial reduction in
lateral force in changing from the AAR
cylindrical profile to the BR 1 in 20.

Figure 7-5 shows the effect of
running at 5 in. below and 5 in. above
balance speed. The case considered
here is the vehicle with the modified
primary suspension and AAR cylindrical
wheel profiles running on the measured
worn rails. Throughout the range of
track curvature, the lateral force is
increased by running above balance and
decreased by running below balance.
The lead axle yaw moment is hardly af-
fected by changing speed.

In Figure 7-6 the same case is
considered except that the wheel pro-
file is changed to the BR 1 in 20 pro-
file. Again the lateral force is in-
creased by running above balance speed
and decreased by running below balance
speed. The yaw moment shows a small

a

Figure 7-3 Lead Axle High Rail Lateral
Force and Yaw Moment - Track
Curvature (Stiff Suspension,
Measured Worn Rails), Effect
of Wheel Profile

Figure 7-4 Lead Axle High Rail Lateral
Force and Yaw Moment - Track
Curvature (Soft Suspension,
Measured Worn Rails), Effect
of Wheel Profile
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TRACK CURVATURE IDoflrswl

Figure 7-5 Predicted Lead Axle High Rail
Lateral Force and Yaw Moment
Track Curvature (Soft Suspen-
sion, Measured Worn Rails,
AAR Cylindrical Wheel),
Effect of Speed

increase with increasing speed for cur-
vatures below about 8°.

8. STEADY- STATE CURVING PREDICTIONS
WHERE SECOND POINT OF CONTACT
IS BETWEEN A RESTRAINING RAIL

AND THE FLANGE BACK

On the very sharp curves where
restraining rails are used, the lead
axle will have a very large angle-of-
attack. The direction of this angle is

such that the lateral wheel/rail forces
cause the axle to move towards contact
with the high rail.

When a restraining rail is used,
contact occurs between the back face of
the flange of the lead axle wheel on
the low rail side of the curve and the
guard face of the restraining rail.
This situation normally prevents flange
contact with the gauge face of the high
rail

.

When the track curvature is large
enough, flange contact will occur be-
tween the trailing axle wheel running
against the low rail. For the WMATA
truck this occurs at about 15° track
curvature. The analytic modeling of
this two-point contact situation has
been described in Section 4 of this
report. In this section the results of
a theoretical steady state curving study
are presented.

MTtN

TRACK CURVATURE

Figure 7-6 Predicted Lead Axle High Rail
Lateral Force and Yaw Moment
Track Curvature (Soft Suspen-
sion, Measured Worn Rails,
BR 1 in 20 Wheel), Effect of
Speed

The vehicle that is considered
here is the standard WMATA vehicle with
the stiff primary suspension. The ve-
hicle parameters are contained in
Table 7.1.

The rail configuration that has
been used in the study is the arrange-
ment used on the Tight Turn Loop at the
Transportation Test Center in Pueblo,
Colorado. The running rails are design
case AREA119RE rail which are at 56.5 in.

gauge and canted at 1 in 40 to the ver-
tical. The restraining rail is ASCE85
lying on its side with a nominal 2 in.

gap between the guard face and the gauge
face of the low rail. The restraining
rail is positioned so that its upper
face is approximately 0.75 in. above
the head of the running rail. With
this geometry, the point of contact on
the flange back is approximately 4.4 in.

ahead of the axle axis of rotation and
approximately 0.45 in. above the rail
head

.

Predictions have been carried out
for a range of track curvatures from
5°-40° at balance speed and speeds that
represent 4 in. above and below balance.
The coefficient of friction at all
points of contact has been assumed to

be equal to 0.5.
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Figure 8-1 shows the predicted
lateral forces on the wheels at high
and low rails as a function of track
curvature. These lateral forces acting
upon the wheelset are assumed positive
to the right (in the direction towards
the center of the curve). Vertical
forces are assumed positive downwards.
At the high rail, the magnitude of the
lateral force increases to approximately
10° curvature and is then approximately
constant throughout the range -of track
curvature up to 40°. At balance speed
a magnitude of approximately 4 Kips is
predicted, increasing to just below 5
Kips at 5 in. above balance, and de-
creasing to approximately 3 Kips at
5 in. below balance.

-5" OVER BALANCE
- 8ALANCE
5" UNDER BALANCE

\

35

Figure 8-1 Predicted Lead Axle High and
Low Rail Lateral Forces -

Track Curvature (Stiff Sus-
pension, Restraining Rail),
Effect of Speed

At the low rail, the magnitude of
the lateral force on the wheel tread
reduces with increasing curvature, and
with speed above balance. This reduc-
tion is due to the smaller vertical
load on the wheel tread as more ver-
tical load is transferred to the flange
back with increasing curvature. In
addition, running at above balance speed
reduces the total vertical load sup-
ported by the low rail and restraining
rail

.

The predicted lateral and vertical
forces on the flange back from the re-
straining rail are illustrated in Fig.
8-2. Above 10°, the predicted lateral
force is almost constant with increas-
ing curvature. A magnitude of approxi-
mately 10 Kips lateral force is pre-
dicted, which increases to about
10.5 Kips at 5 in. above balance and
reduces to about 9 Kips at 5 in. bal-
ance below balance speed.

R-472C3

Figure 8-2 Predicted Lead Axle
Restraining Rail Lateral
and Vertical Forces -

Track Curvature (Stiff
Suspension, Restraining
Rail), Effect of Speed

The vertical load supported by the
restraining rail increases steadily in
magnitude with increasing curvature.
Increase in speed also causes an in-
crease in vertical load supported.
Typically, the vertical load on the
restraining rail is approximately 6
Kips .

Figure 8-3 shows the predicted
axle yaw moments for the lead and trail
axles. The predicted yaw moment on the
lead axle is small for all curvatures
and speeds. There is a large negative
yaw moment on the trailing axle tending
to resist the curve rotation. At bal-
ance speed its magnitude increases to a

3
maximum of 300 x 10 lb-in. at about
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DIRECTION
R-«72««

Figure 8-3 Predicted Lead and Rail
Axle Yaw Moment - Track
Curvature (Stiff Suspen-
sion, Restraining Rail),
Effect of Speed

20° curvature. In general, increasing

or decreasing the speed, relative to

balance speed, causes a reduction in

the magnitude of the trail axle yaw

moment

.

TRAIL
AXLE

LEAD
AXLE

290 x 1<T lb - in

3.9 Kips

-JZ

,«3 1U
YAW PIVOT

70 x 10 lb - ml FRlCTl0N TORQUE

RESTRAINING RAIL 10.2 Kips

3.7 Kips
,

0.7 Kips 2.1 Kips

Figure 8-4 Complete System of Forces
and Moments on Truck at

Balance Speed (20° Curve
with Restraining Rail)

and many other parts of the world, give

two points of contact at the leading

axle wheel in contact with the high

rail on many curves. Also, when a re-

straining rail is used on a curve, two

point contact occurs at the leading

axle wheel on the low rail side of the

curve. In this case, the second point

of contact is on the flange back. These

two-point contact situations have now

been modeled and, in the cases where

they can be compared with experimental

results, show much better agreement.

In Fig. 8-4, the complete system

of forces on the truck is shown. This

is for the case of 20° track curvature

ar balance speed. It can be seen that

both of the axle yaw moments are in the

same direction as the yaw torque coming

from the truck yaw pivot. These three

moments give a net moment of 365x10

lb- in. This moment is balanced by equal

and opposite net lateral forces of 4.4

Kips on each axle. In this case there

is a lateral force of 10.2 Kips on the

flange back of the lead axle low rail

wheel. The trail axle low rail wheel

is also in two-point contact. In this

case the second point of contact is on

the flange front with a lateral force

of 3.7 Kips.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results from a recent

test program performed at WMATA have

shown significant errors in the predic-

tions of curving behavior from a method

which assumes only a single point of

contact between each wheel and rail.

In particular, changes in curving
forces due to different wheel profiles

were poorly predicted.

The new wheel and rail profile

combinations, in common use in the U.S.A

The large reduction in high rail

lateral force that was obtained with

the BR 1 in 20 profile compared with

the AAR cylindrical profile, during the

curving tests at WMATA is now reason-

ably well predicted. This is partic-

ularly true in the case where a soft

primary suspension was used. These

results show the significant advantage

of a wheel profile that gives a single

point of contact under most conditions.

This advantage is seen in terms of re-

duced wheel/rail forces and reduced

work done in the contact between wheel

and rail. This will lead to reduced

wheel/rail wear and train resistance.

The capability now exists for pre-

dicting the curving behavior of vehi-

cles in the presence of a restraining

rail. An experiment is being conducted

which should permit the validity of

this prediction to be determined.

10 .
RECOMMENDATIONS

This work has indicated that sig-

nificant reductions in wheel/rail wear

and train resistance in curves would

probably be available from wheel pro-

files which give only a single point of

contact with the rail. The analytic

model described in this report provides
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the capability for studying the effects
of wheel profile on wheel and rail wear
and train resistance. Such a study
could lead to the determination of more
effective wheel profiles for American
Railroads

.

The capability now exists for pre-
dicting the effect of restraining rails
on curving behavior. Use of the analy-
tic model would allow the effects of
variations in restraining rail geometry
to be determined. This would be a very
cost effective means of optimizing the
geometry of the restraining rail and
flange back for minimum wheel/rail wear
and train resistance on sharp curves.
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APPENDIX

REPORT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

No patentable item has been found
in the work performed and described in
this report. However, it contributes
to the state-of-the-art in the area of
rail vehicle curving simulation.

In particular, a new algorithm is
presented which provides an accurate
simulation of a rail vehicle truck in
steady curving when the wheel and rail
profiles lead to two points of contract
on any wheel, including flange back
contact with a restraining rail.
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